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PROVING MYSELF RUINS "MIRACLES ARE SIGNS" THEORY
The only think I can prove to myself 100% is that I exist. I can prove myself and my existence is the one thing I am most
sure of in the fullest sense. It follows that all the loving I do must be a manifestation of the love I have for myself for what
is most certain comes first. When I start with my happiness I begin to help others better and they enjoy being with me.
Religion says the love of self and God and others go together. If I can't love others without loving God and vice versa it
follows that the surer I am that God exists the better. It follows that atheists are scum.
Religion says that God is all that matters. I am to care for myself and others for his sake and not mine or theirs. If that is my
motive then it is clear that I don’t really love myself or others at all. I love God and commit myself to him but the only
sense I love myself and others is in doing what God says is good. The results are good for people but my motivation is not
their well-being but God's.
You need outstanding and incredible and unattainably good evidence to be able to teach doctrines like that with a straight
face. They are extremely serious.
I can only love God in so far as I believe he exists. Those who believe little love little.
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What is the evidence then that I need to bolster my belief and my love? Religion says it is miracles. A miracle is God doing
something like making a person foretell the future or making a statue come to life or giving a person a vision of the Virgin
Mary.
From this it follows that I have to experience apparitions and miracles to justify and help me to love God. They have to be
so powerful that they can nearly prove God as much as they prove me

And these experiences need to be frequent. I need nearly constant apparitions and miracles to justify me loving God. They
have to be frequent for to experience something most or all of the time makes it more sure than something you experienced
before but don’t any more.

Would these miracles be harmful to us? Even if they are, God comes first and he is in control of the whole universe so we
can’t worry about the harm. He made us for himself and to harm ourselves if need be for his sake. The miracles are harmful
for we must love others just because we love them and not because the love is moral or an obligation or divine command or
whatever. But the miracles - allegedly - all call us to put God first at least by implication.
If the miracles call me to put God first when I should put me first then miracles are not the signs of God's love and truth
believers say they are. They are actually signs that God should NOT come first or be loved for they ask something that is
immoral for me to give. They are like mad wacky tricks for there would be less devotion for God without them and the less
of that the better. Whatever does them is not able to do them for us all and that is strange and betrays that those who
authenticate them are lying if God exists for he would not be doing them.
I should not believe in miracles as signs telling me what to believe when I can only prove myself unless I see them myself.
To inconvenience myself to love a God more than myself and a religion more than myself when I am most sure I exist
would be degrading if I do it just because of the miracle testimony of others. What I see and hear comes before the
testimony of others. My experience of life may give me the wrong perception but it is my perception and I have nothing
else to go by so if my perception is that miracles do not happen then I degrade myself by accepting the testimony of others
that they do happen.
If I see a miracle myself I will have some level of certainty about it. I may be very certain or totally certain about it. There
are many degrees of certainty. But God could make me wholly certain. He has the power to make me see mystically and
rationally that the miracle was real and totally convincing just like he makes me totally sure that I exist which he should do
if he wants me to love him with all my heart.
I have to believe what the evidence says about normal non-miraculous things for I need to. It is because I am so sure of my
own existence that I have to do this in order to be as safe as I can be. If I think a miracle has happened that means
chemotherapy will kill me if I ever have it, then I could be at risk of dying from cancer without treatment. I have to accept
reliable testimony in ordinary things. But with miracles it is different because they are so unnatural and difficult to believe.
There isn’t a miracle yet that might not be a hoax and to start saying that the laws of nature or the supernatural can interfere

with nature's normal way of functioning is making my world less certain. It is therefore undermining my need to be totally
sure. To disbelieve in the testimony in order to be more sure of nature is right and does not mean I’m being arbitrary and
guilty of rejecting human testimony just because I do not like it. I cannot accept human testimony that everybody is a liar.
Neither can I accept human testimony when it speaks of miracle. How do I know that my memory of people testifying to a
miracle wasn’t a miracle itself? Perhaps it was a false memory planted in me. Once I admit miracles I cannot be sure what
the miracle was!
Miracle believers say you are denying the worth of human testimony if you refuse to believe that Jesus rose from the dead.
Yet they are the ones that reject human testimony when it is testimony to fairies or something that contradicts their dogmas.
I am fully entitled to refuse to listen to any testimony about miracles for God could make me know that he is there and that
whatever religion the miracle supposedly supported is true. He could do it by increasing my liking for theology and my
understanding. Many of our desires are implanted in us anyway. The desire of the homosexual cannot be changed.
Therefore to believe in a miracle is degrading unless it can be proved and not just proved but proved so that no needless
doubt is possible.
The God of miracle and the miracle and its witness degrade me by asking for my faith so all three are evil and are hucksters
and I am evil too if I listen to them.
Belief/unbelief in miracles is not just a matter of belief/unbelief but also of decency and virtue. We have to forbid and
condemn belief like we condemn somebody’s derogatory remarks. If God expects you to degrade yourself by accepting
somebody’s miraculous testimony then why go as far as to believe that miracles indicate the existence of God? Why not
just think they indicate the existence of some psychic disorder that causes a miraculous hallucination?
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